
 

 

 

THE ARACAJU STATEMENT 
 

The Labor Auditors-Inspectors, meeting in Aracaju (SE), during 
their 37th National Meeting, from November 17 to 22, 2019, 
addressed the Brazilian society to warn it of a set of economic 
and administrative measures that pose serious consequences for 
the present and the future of workers and civil servants, thus 
affecting the entire population of Brazil. 
 
 
Currently, after two years of labor reform, which has significantly 
changed the configuration of work as known so far, the 
improvements announced have not yet been materialized. On 
the contrary, unemployment persists and the precariousness of 
the jobs created does not give people decent conditions for their 
survival, security and/or an outlook of a better future. In 
addition, one of the mechanisms for protection of labor 
relations, which is Inspection, suffered and continues to suffer 
significant impacts, due to the new configuration of the 
administrative structure. 

 
 
The extinction of the Ministry of Labor has paved the way for 
deregulation of inspection and labor laws. The Worker's House 
has been diluted within the Ministry of Economy and other 
ministries, leaving for the Labor Inspectorate a sub-department 
in a fourth hierarchical level, stripped of autonomy. 
 
 
Faced with a very bad scenario, the proposals presented by the 



 

 

government, as solutions to improve the situation of the country 
and the population deepen informality and job insecurity and 
violate constitutional principles and international agreements. 
 
 
The recently enacted pension reform, in a model that today 
implodes in other countries, will produce a legion of miserable 
elders. A longer working life is to be expected and, what is 
discouraging, retirement is delayed or becomes unattainable. 
 
 
Public and private sector workers have already lost much of what 
has been achieved in terms of labor and social security rights and 
guarantees. They are about to lose much more with the 
dismantling policy of the State and public administration. 

 
 
A new labor reform is underway, with the publication of 
Provisional Measure number 905/2019, which does not meet the 
constitutional requirements of urgency and relevance. The 
authority of the Labor Auditors-Inspectors is threatened by 
changes in the procedures that disfigure it, making it resemble a 
consulting service. Health and safety regulatory standards are 
being deconstructed, thus satisfying the will of the violators of 
legislation. 
  
 
The news reports on the violent cut of funds for the Labor 
Inspectorate. The future will be of a lack of protection, an 
increase in accidents and work-related illnesses, in a country that 
still has the shameful fourth place in the world ranking of 
occupational accidents, according to official statistics. 



 

 

 
 
The Labor Auditors-Inspectors diametrically oppose measures 
that leave unprotected and weaken the labor and employment 
relations. The changes already implemented and those foreseen 
for the near future require, in the opinion of this category, an 
opposite movement, that is, that of a greater protection and 
strengthening of the Labor Inspectorate. This is the biggest 
challenge today, which requires joint efforts of career 
representations that deal with labor law, trade union centers and 
the collective of workers who are also affected. 
 
 
Therefore, this is a moment of both action and reaction, of 
immediate and assertive confrontations. A moment of unity, in 
order to strengthen entities and institutions, by giving them the 
necessary strength to prevent retrogression and barbarism, 
misery and hopelessness. 
 
 
Among all the injustices and evils that affect the Labor Auditors-
Inspectors, one persists and has left an open wound for almost 
16 years. Impunity, unfortunately, is the hallmark of the Unaí 
Massacre. Tragedy and violence took away Eratóstenes, João 
Batista, Nelson and Ailton. The powerful masterminds of the 
crime, although condemned by popular jury, remain free. This 
chapter needs to be closed. 
 
 
The slowness of justice, the precariousness of labor protection 
and the release of issuance of permits for the ownership of 
firearms, especially in the countryside, encourage threats that 



 

 

have become more constant and bolder. Many infringing 
businessmen have felt comfortable, when trying to hinder 
enforcement actions and incite violence against Labor Auditors-
Inspectors. An atmosphere of hostilities is reproduced, which 
often come from the government itself. 
 
 
The Labor Auditors-Inspectors know, like no other public agent, 
the reality of labor relations and their interaction with the 
economic development and quality of life of the population. 
Work means dignity, which must be available to everyone. No 
country in the world achieves prosperity and development by 
relegating its people to misery. The call is for all of us in the 
Brazilian society to mobilize now in defense of our rights. 
 
 
Aracaju, November 22, 2019 
 
 


